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eastern settlement edge of Papworth Everard, and the proposed woodland boundaries would reflect the

characteristic woodland belts which occur between the residential areas to the west of the Site. The woodland

boundaries will also replicate the existing settlement edge between the village and the adjoining countryside. The

views which are currently available from Ridgeway will be curtailed, however, new opportunities for views will be

incorporated within the scheme, thereby transposing these views to the new settlement edge.

While the views from the public footpaths on and adjacent to the Site will change, the scheme has been designed to

minimise the effects on the views, with the open views to the north and east retained for the most part. The proposed

woodland boundary will, as it matures, also filter and screen views of the new homes from the majority of these

footpaths.

The location of the proposed development on the higher land around Papworth Everard, and the low-lying landscape

to the north east, mean that the new development will be partially visible in views from the north and east. However,

for the most part, these views will be available to users of the roads (which mostly don’t have footways) and will be

glimpsed views as part of wider views of the surrounding area. In addition, upon approaching Papworth Everard from

the north and north east, the settlement is already visible, and the proposed development at the Site will not

materially change the landscape or visual character of the approach into the settlement. 

The Concept Masterplan recognises the potential for these views, and the layout and landscaping have been

specifically designed to limit the visibility of the proposed built development, to break up the mass of the roofscape

which will be visible, and to create a layered view with rooftops alternating with vegetation – all these measures will

ensure that, while the new homes will be partly visible, they will be seen as an integrated part of the existing

settlement edge which is also partially visible in these views. While the visual effects will initially be high, these will

reduce as the proposed planting matures, and at 15 years after planting of the woodland, the proposed development

will be wholly integrated within the surrounding landscape and townscape. 

The scheme includes new community facilities, recreational routes and play areas, areas of open space, and large

areas for habitat creation and ecological enhancements. While part of the arable field will be lost, there will be

benefits in terms of the landscape structure and diversity on the Site, as well as recreational and ecological benefits. 

It should also be noted that the agricultural land within the site boundary has been assessed as Subgrade 3b quality.

Therefore no ‘Best and Most Versatile Land’ would be affected by the development proposals.

As noted in the HELAA, it is acknowledged that the character of the Site itself would significantly change, however,

that is the case in any green field development. The proposed development can be designed to be reflective of the

surrounding landscape/townscape character, in order to ensure that the new development does not appear

incongruous within the surrounding or wider landscape. Development here would be well connected to the adjoining

settlement edge which bounds the Site to the west, and will appear as an extension to the settlement, as opposed to

an incongruous development within the countryside, as alleged within the HELAA.

Overall, the proposed scheme, in line with the Concept Masterplan, can be accommodated at the Site without

significant effects on the wider landscape or townscape, and while ensuring that the new development is well

integrated with the existing settlement form of Papworth Everard.

Site Access: The proposed site has a direct link to the Ridgeway which is adopted public highway. Ridgeway

connects to Wood Lane and the wider highway network. A secondary emergency vehicle only access is also

proposed on the Ridgeway. Both are shown within the MLM Transport Statement of April 2018 (ref: 619410-MLM-
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ZZ-XX-RP-TP-0001-R04) that was submitted as part of planning application S/1783/18.

The vehicle access strategy has been agreed with Cambridgeshire County Council as Highway Authority.

Based on the above, Sweco’s modified RAG assessment for ‘Site Access’ is Green.

Transport and Roads: The scope of the highway assessment was previously agreed with Cambridgeshire County

Council (CCC) as part of MLM’s previous Transport Statement dated April 2018. The position agreed with CCC as

part of this Transport Statement was that the results of the earlier transport modelling work undertaken in support of

the 2015 planning application remain valid. In summary, following capacity assessment of off-site junctions, it was

agreed with CCC that there would not be a significant traffic impact at off-site junctions as a result of the proposed

development and ‘No Objection’ was raised by CCC on transport grounds.

The transport modal share sourced from the 2011 Census included within the approved Framework Residential Travel

Plan dated April 2018 is as follows: Car Driver: 76%; Car Passenger: 4%; Rail: 4%; Underground / Metro: 0%; Bus:

3%; Motorcycle: 1%; Taxi: 0%; Walk: 10%; Cycle: 2%; Other: 0%.

The package of transport infrastructure improvements agreed with CCC as part of the 2015 Transport Statement is

summarised below – refer to Section 5 of the TS for more detail: Improvements to existing Public Rights of Way both

on and off site; Improvements to the Papworth to Caxton Gibbet Roundabout Cycle Route; Improvements to local

pedestrian facilities; Improvements to the existing bus service X3; Provision of real time information at the Wood Lane

/ Ermine Street junction bus stop; Complimentary six month bus ticket for every household; Residential Travel Plan.

Mass transit solutions were not discussed or agreed with CCC as being necessary as part of agreed transport

planning work undertaken previously.

Regarding accidents, a post-application Technical Note (ref: 619410-MLM-ZZ-XX-RP-TP-0004-R01) prepared by

MLM in July 2018 included an assessment of accident data from the most recent available 60 month period up to

October 2017 sourced from CCC. It was subsequently agreed with CCC that the conclusions drawn from the 2015

TA remained valid – which was that there is no recognisable pattern of accidents that could be exacerbated by the

proposed development nor is there any pattern that could affect the safety of vulnerable road users. We are able to

review the conclusions agreed previously by undertaking an assessment of up-to-date road traffic accident data from

a more recent time period prior to the start of the Covid-19 pandemic.
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